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Used by the independent contractor telemarketers (aka: Information 
Specialists) working on behalf of Team Express Business Partners. 

This script is a very simple NO-PRESSURE way that provides a NO-
SELLING approach which allows Targeted Internet Business  
Opportunity Seekers sincerely desiring Financial Freedom to take a 
SERIOUS look at the ‘Infinity Downline’ / ‘Infinity 100’ opportunity…

In answer to THEIR REQUEST for further information regarding a  
legitimate, lucrative, inexpensive home based Internet business.   
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Hi (FIRST NAME), this is (YOUR NAME). I’m an INFORMATION SPECIALIST calling 
on behalf of Team Express and the reason for this VERY BRIEF call is that I have your 
FREE information and personal invitation to give you that you requested. (PAUSE)

You filled out an online form that you were serious about finding an opportunity to 
make money from home with a legitimate, inexpensive, and easy to operate business. 
The request you made was sent to The Online Business Bureau, and the 
RECOMMENDED opportunity of the Online Business Bureau for you to research, 
review and consider is Team Express. As an INFORMATION SPECIALIST, my job is 
simply to relay your requested information to you and nothing more.  

This is not a sales call (FIRST NAME).  What that means is I have nothing to sell you, 
I’m NOT going to try and sell you, convince you or pressure you with anything 
whatsoever. 

My job is to give you your requested INFORMATION and I promise it will only 
take a few brief minutes, OKAY?
(Prospect says: OKAY) 

 Do you have a pen (FIRST NAME)? 

 
IF NO: 
 I'll hold while you get one, thanks. 
(When prospect returns with pen proceed to "IF YES")

IF YES: 
Fantastic! Please take down my name. 
Again, it's: (GIVE YOUR NAME AGAIN... REPEAT IT TWICE… Spell it if necessary).

The callback number to reach me is: 
(Give YOUR SimpleVoiceBox CALLBACK #... REPEAT IT TWICE)

(FIRST NAME), we believe that if a business opportunity or ANYTHING is REALLY as 
GREAT as it “CLAIMS” to be, THE TRUTH should be able to stand on its own merit… 
Do you believe this also? (wait for their answer)
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IF NO: 
Thank you kindly for your honest answer (FIRST NAME), however, this opportunity is 
not for you. Have a nice day (Hang Up... go to next prospect / lead).

IF YES: 
GREAT!!! Please take down this phone number: 

(209) 647-1884 **repeat phone number**

That 209 phone number will bring you to a very brief 24hr recorded phone message 
that will introduce you to an International business that provides an already tested and 
proven no nonsense system of taking a minimum of $25 and RAPIDLY leveraging it 
into a MONTHLY RESIDUAL income stream of $12,750 and more in as little as 8 
weeks from the time you become a member!

This business is product based and has NOTHING to do with MLM, Cash Gifting or 
YOU having to explain, sell or convince anyone of anything whatsoever!

After you have listened to the recorded phone message you will need to go to the 
following website. Are you ready for the website address (WAIT FOR ANSWER!)? 

It’s www.GetFreedomFromYourJob.com (repeat website address twice).

That website will provide you with a more detailed introduction to this business and 
show you how making the monthly residual income I stated is a mathematical 
certainty. In order to enter the website, in the form field on the bottom left hand of the 
site you will NEED to enter in YOUR first name and YOUR email address. You will 
also NEED to enter in my name as your Contact and my Callback Number, so it is 
very important that you have my name and Callback Number on hand.

Again, that website address is www.GetFreedomFromYourJob.com, my name is 
(GIVE YOUR NAME again) and my callback number is (Give YOUR 
SimpleVoiceBox CALLBACK #... REPEAT IT TWICE). 

OKAY?
(Prospect says: OKAY)
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It is important for me to emphasize that this company and business you’re about to 
review is not only a proud member of the Online Business Bureau, but they also 
hold a Green Rating and are actually RECOMMENDED by the Online Business 
Bureau as a viable company to do business with and of course you will be able to 
verify this for yourself with the Online Business Bureau.

Please pay close attention to what I’m about to say next. When AFTER you have 
finished going through the website, it is extremely important that you call me back 
on my Callback Number I gave you. The reason why is so I will be able to provide 
you with the information that you’re going to NEED in order to take you to PHASE 2 of 
your research and review of this business (you’ll see what I’m talking about when you 
arrive at the last page of the website). 

Don’t worry (FIRST NAME), the feedback we get from people who review PHASE 2 is 
that they’ve NEVER experienced anything quite like it before and they were overjoyed 
to have been able to review what they discovered there… ** Chuckle **… But I’m 

really getting ahead of myself. 

The bottom line is that it is very important that you have that 209 area code phone 
number I gave you, the GetFreedomFromYourJob.com website address, my name 
and ESPECIALLY my Callback Number written down correctly and on hand. 

Can you please repeat the 209 phone number for me (let THEM repeat it)? 

Can you please repeat the website address I gave you (let THEM repeat it)? 

Lastly, do you have my name and 
my callback number (let THEM repeat it)?

GREAT!

Well, that’s it, your next step is to call the 209-647-1884 phone number and listen to 
the message that was recorded with you in mind. Then you simply go to the website 
and review the information and when you’re done with the website CALL MY 
CALLBACK NUMBER, leave a message letting me know you’ve completed PHASE 1 
and I will get back to you with the FREE information you’ll need to review PHASE 2!

It’s been a pleasure speaking with you (FIRST NAME) and I'm looking forward to 
hearing from and speaking to you again real soon about Team Express.  

 Goodbye. 

** Hang up, log the information and go to the NEXT call. **


